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The Grid

FREE on our Accent devices!
TLC - 3 Year warranty, training &
Support included

Essence
Access to a keyboard with word
prediction, core words and sentence
starters.

Quick messages
gives access to
over 30 prestored messages,
a personal, care
and body page.
There is a pain
scale and itch
chart within the
body page

Alarm key to get someone’s attention if
help or support is needed urgently.

Ability to easily turn speech on and off
enabling someone to privately talk to a
family member or carer.

easyChat is a language program incorporating Symbol Stix, it is easy to use, easy
to teach and easy to program. It is organised in an intuitive way with most common
words arranged by parts of speech on the easycore homepage. Ranges from a 36
location up to 84 so can suit a variety of abilities.

easyCamera gives the device user
the ability to take pictures using
their device, it is accompanied by
some pre-stored phrases such as
“Stand still”. easyAlbum then gives
the ability to view these pictures
easily.

easyPhone has built in phone
commands for phone to pair to
device, Samsung smart phones pair
successfully and the device is
programmed to activate Siri on
Iphones too.

The easycomputer commands within easyChat
are phenomenal, from social media such as
Facebook and Whatsapp to Microsoft Word,
Kindle and emails – easyChat has it all
programmed in.
Also allows for someone to use their device to
control an external computer using a Bluetooth
dongle.

easyPlayer gives quick access to
some music controls giving the device
user the ability to control what they
are listening to.
easyMessage allows someone to
store the message in their speech
display bar into a cell in the page.

Nueye

Nueye is the name given to our eyegaze system
used on our Accent devices.
Here are some of the tools we use with Nueye

Eyegaze positioning
Our positioning indicator gives accurate live
feedback using a ‘spirit level’ style display.
Having the ability to do a calibration up to 9
points but with as little as 0.

Calibration dot

When calibrating we like to use a circle with a smaller
circle inside it – this is to draw that persons attention to
the centre. If using a picture of a family member the user
may be drawn to look at the outside edge of the picture
which could result in a less successful calibration.

Calibration feedback
When calibrating you can turn on a ‘validation’
of that calibration which will produce a report to
provide details of accuracy. If the calibration is a
good one it can then be saved and there would
be no further need to calibrate the same user.

Nupoint

Nupoint is the name given to our head tracking
unit.
Nupoint uses an optical sensor to track a small
reflective dot on the user’s forehead, glasses, or
other convenient spot. It converts the natural
movement of the user’s head to accurately
control the pointer on the screen. Key selection
is activated by dwelling over the desired key.
Nupoint is cheaper than most eyegaze systems,
doesn’t need to be calibrated and has more
flexibility with positioning.

IR Programming

Gone are the days of pointing a remote at a device to program one IR remote
button at a time! Our new Accent range have a blaster chip that has pre-stored IR
signals meaning a page can be auto populated by typing in the manufacture's
name.
It means the device is ready to use to control the TV, Toy, DVD player or whatever
IR item you might be programming straight out of the box.

•3 Year warranty including accidental damage
•On-site training
•Unlimited telephone support
•Unlimited E-Training
•Replacement batteries and chargers included
•Free Shipping
•Free loan device whilst your device is being repaired
•Remote troubleshooting
•INCLUDING devices using The Grid!

• We provide a FREE consultation where we will
bring all of our devices to come and work with
your clients
• If appropriate we offer a 2 week FREE loan of
our equipment
• We will visit and deliver a device setup that
includes training for any loans taking place
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